
POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OFLACUNARY SPHERICAL MEANSAndreas Seeger Terene Tao James WrightAbstrat. We show that if f is loally in L log logL then the launary spherialmeans onverge almost everywhere. The argument given here is a model ase formore general results on singular maximal funtions and Radon transforms [6℄.1. Introdution. Let f be a loally integrable funtion on Rd where d � 2. Forany integer k let Akf(x) be the spherial average of f over the sphere of radius 2kin Rd entered at x; i.e. Akf(x) = Z f(x+ 2ky)d�(y);here d� denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure on the unit sphere. Clearly wehave limk!�1Akf(x) = f(x) for all x if f is ontinuous everywhere. Moreover byresults of C. Calder�on [1℄ and Coifman and Weiss [4℄ we have(1.1) limk!�1Akf(x) = f(x) almost everywhereif f is loally in Lp for p > 1. It is well known [7℄ that suh results are equivalent witha weak type (p; p) bound for the loal maximal funtion Mf(x) = supk�0 jAkf(x)jand the above mentioned authors showed that the maximal operator is bounded onLp. It is still unknown whether (1.1) holds for f 2 L1 and, equivalently, whetherthe maximal funtion is of weak type (1,1). However we haveTheorem. Let M be the global launary spherial maximal operator de�ned by(1.2) Mf(x) = supk2ZjAkf(x)j:There is a onstant C so that for all measurable funtions f and all � > 0 theinequality(1.3) ��fx 2 Rn :Mf(x) > �g�� � Z Cjf(x)j� log log �e2 + Cjf(x)j� �dxholds.1991 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 42B20.The �rst author is supported in part by a grant from the National Siene Foundation. Theseond author is a Clay Prize fellow and is supported by the Sloan and Pakard foundations.Typeset by AMS-TEX1



2 A. SEEGER, T. TAO, J. WRIGHTAs a orollary one obtains the pointwise onvergene result (1.1) if f belongsloally to L log logL.The inequality for the launary spherial maximal funtion is a speial ase ofmore general results in [6℄ whih apply to operators suh as maximal averagesand Hilbert transforms along plane urves whih are homogeneous with respet tosome family of a nonisotropi dilation. The presene of the nonisotropi dilationstruture auses additional diÆulties and therefore it seems adequate to presentthe less tehnial proof of the Theorem above separately. The main idea from [6℄is still present.Conerning weak type inequalities for lasses near L1 we mention two previousresults for the operatorM. First Christ and Stein [3℄ showed (ombining Calder�on-Zygmund arguments with Yano's extrapolation theorem) thatM maps L logL(Q0)(for a unit ube Q0) to weak L1. This result applies to more general maximaloperators assoiated to Borel measures, whose Fourier transform deays at in�nity.Moreover Christ [2℄ showed the harder result thatMmaps the Hardy spaeH1(Rd )to weak L1 (for weak type (p; p) endpoint bounds for related maximal operatorssee also the reent paper [5℄). The ondition f 2 H1 means that f has some rathersubstantial anellation. Conerning size estimates note there is a restrition iff 2 H1 is single signed in an open ball; namely then f belongs to L logL(K) forall ompat subsets K of this ball (f.[8, xI.5.2 ()℄).Notation. For two quantities A and B we write A . B or B & A if there existsan absolute positive onstant C so that A � CB. The Lebesgue measure of a setE will be denoted by jEj.2. Length and thikness. We say that a set E is granular if E is a �nite union ofdyadi ubes. For a granular set E we de�ne a dyadi version of a one-dimensionalHausdor� ontent or simply 'length' �(E) to be(2.1) �(E) := infQ XQ2Q l(Q)where Q ranges over all �nite olletions Q of dyadi ubes with E � [Q2QQ, andl(Q) denotes the side-length of Q.Next if E is granular, we de�ne the thikness �(E) to be(2.2) �(E) := supQ jE \Qjl(Q)where Q ranges over all dyadi ubes. Clearly, if E is ontained in a dyadi ube qit is suÆient to let Q in (2.2) range over all dyadi sububes of q.The quantities of length and thikness are omplementary. For instane, it isimmediate from the de�nitions that one has(2.3) jEj � �(E)�(E):The bound (2.3) an be attained, for instane if E is a dyadi box. More generallyif C � 1, we all E a generalized box with admissible deviation C if one has(2.4) �(E)�(E) � CjEj:



POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF LACUNARY SPHERICAL MEANS 3In the proof of the weak type L log logL inequality the quantity �(E) will ontrolthe size of the exeptional set, while �(E) will ontrol the L2 norm of the maximalfuntion outside of the exeptional set. Inequalities suh as (2.4) will be ruial forbalaning the two estimates. There is also an intermediate range of sales in whihneither the of the quantities �(E) or �(E) quantities is favorable, and one will justuse L1 estimates for that portion.Now unfortunately (2.4) is not always satis�ed but the following proposition anbe used to eÆiently deompose a granular set into generalized boxes of di�erentlengths.Proposition. Let E be a granular set. Then there exists a deomposition E =F [G into disjoint granular subsets F , G suh that(2.5) �(F ) � 12�(E)and(2.6) �(G) � 8 jGj�(E) :In partiular, G is a generalized box with admissible deviation of at most 8.Proof. Fix E and de�ne the ritial thikness #(E) to be the largest non-negativenumber r suh that the inequality(2.7) r�(E) � 2r XQ2Q l(Q) + ��En [Q2QQ��holds for all �nite olletions Q of dyadi ubes (here the empty olletion is ad-mitted). Equivalently, one an de�ne #(E) by(2.8) #(E) := infQ jEnSQ2QQj(�(E) � 2PQ2Q l(Q))+ :Clearly #(E) � jEj=�(E). Observe also that #(E) > 0. This follows beausejEnSQ2QQj is bounded away from zero whenever PQ2Q l(Q) � �(E)=2 (thanksto the hypothesis that E is granular). Moreover, again sine E is granular, thereexists a �nite olletion Q1 of dyadi ubes suh that(2.9) #(E)�(E) = 2#(E) XQ2Q1 l(Q) + jE�jwhere E� is the set(2.10) E� := En [Q2Q1Q:We laim that(2.11) �(E�) � 2#(E):Indeed, suppose that there existed a ube Q0 suh that(2.12) jE� \Q0j > 2#(E)l(Q0):Then Q0 62 Q1. If we apply (2.7) to the olletion Q1 [ fQ0g we obtain#(E)�(E) � 2#(E)(l(Q0) + XQ2Q1 l(Q)) + jE�j � jE� \Q0j;but this ontradits (2.9) and (2.12). This proves (2.11).We now use a reursive onstrution to obtain large subsets of E of boundedthikness.



4 A. SEEGER, T. TAO, J. WRIGHTLemma. Let r > 0. For any dyadi ube I, there exists a (possibly empty) ol-letion Q[I ℄ of disjoint dyadi ubes in I and a granular set E[I ℄ � E \ I suhthat(2.13) �(E[I ℄) � 2rand(2.14) 2jE[I ℄j � 2r XQ2Q[I℄ l(Q) + j(E \ I)n [Q2Q[I℄Qj:The Lemma is proved by indution on the sidelength of I . If l(I) � (2r) 1d�1 ,the lemma follows simply by taking E[I ℄ = E \ I and Q[I ℄ to be empty. Now�x a dyadi ube I and suppose that the lemma has been proven for all properdyadi sububes I 0. Partition I into 2d sub-ubes I1; : : : ; I2d of side-length 12 l(I).By the indutive hypothesis, we may onstrut olletions Q[Ij ℄ and sets E[Ij ℄ forj = 1; : : : ; 2d satisfying the properties of the lemma. We distinguish two ases. Firstif jS2dj=1 E[Ij ℄j � 2rl(I) then we de�ne E[I ℄ := S2dj=1 E[Ij ℄ and Q[I ℄ := S2dj=1Q[Ij ℄.Next if jS2dj=1 E[Ij ℄j > 2rl(I) then we take E[I ℄ to be a granular subset ofS2dj=1 E[Ij ℄of measure at least rl(I), and at most 2rl(I) and take Q[I ℄ to be the singleton setfIg. The properties (2.13/14) are not hard to hek in both ases (see also [6℄ fora more detailed desription of a variant).Proof of the Proposition, ont. Sine E is granular there is a dyadi ube q so thatE is ontained in it. We apply the Lemma with I = q and r = #(E). We thus �nda set E[q℄ and a olletion Q[q℄ obeying the properties in the lemma. We now setG := E� [ E[q℄ and F := EnG:To show (2.5) we observe F � EnE� � SQ2Q1 Q; so �(F ) � PQ2Q1 l(Q): Butby (2.9) this sum must be less than or equal to �(E)=2, whih gives (2.5).To show (2.6) we �rst observe thatjGj � jE[q℄j � 12(2#(E)) XQ2Q[q℄ l(Q) + ���En [Q2Q[q℄Q���by (2.14), sine now r = #(E). By (2.7) we thus see that jGj � �(E)#(E)=2. Sine�(G) � �(E�)+�(E[q℄) � 2#(E)+2#(E) = 4#(E); we see that �(G) � 8jGj=�(E)whih is (2.6). �3. Basi redutions. We say that a funtion f is granular if f =P� ��E� where� 2 C , the sum is �nite, the sets E� are granular and mutually disjoint. In orderto prove the Theorem we may restrit ourselves to granular funtions sine everymeasurable funtion whih is �nite almost everywhere is the almost everywherelimit of a monotone sequene of granular funtions.Let now f be a granular funtion and we shall estimate the size of fx :Mf(x) >�g. We perform a standard Calder�on-Zygmund deomposition at height 1 for thefuntion �(jf j=�), where �(t) = t log log(e2+ t): This an be done via the Whitneydeomposition theorem applied to the open set
 = fx : MHL(�(jf j=�))(x) > 1g



POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF LACUNARY SPHERICAL MEANS 5where MHL is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal funtion. We denote by Q the set ofWhitney ubes arising in this fashion. By possibly subdividing eah ube Q intoubes of length 2�10l(Q) we may assume that 28l(Q) � d�1=2dist(Q;Rd n 
�) �210l(Q). From this it is easy to see that we may subdivide the family Q intosubolletions Q1; : : : ;QN(d) with the property that in eah Qi the double ubesQ� are pairwise disjoint.We shall slightly modify the de�nition of our maximal operator. Let d�k be themeasure given by hf; d�ki = Z f(2ky)�(y)d�(y)where � is supported on a ball of radius � 1=2 (so that the support of d�k isontained in the sphere of radius 2k entered at the origin, but does not ontainantipodal points on this sphere). We only need to onsider the maximal operatorM given by Mf(x) = supk2Zjd�k � f(x)j:Now let g(x) = f(x) if jf(x)j � 210� and g(x) = 0 otherwise. Then f � g issupported in 
. Sine jg(x)j . � the L2 boundedness of the maximal operator andChebyshev's inequality an be used to show that(3.1) ���fx : jMg(x)j > �=2g��� . Z jf(x)j� dx . Z �( jf(x)j� )dx:Also if e
 denotes the union of the tenfold expanded ubes then(3.2) je
j . j
j . Z �( jf(x)j� )dxand thus it suÆes to show that(3.3) ���fx =2 e
 : jM [f � g℄(x)j > �=2g��� . Z �( jf(x)j� )dx;(3.1), (3.2), (3.3) imply the assertion of the Theorem. In order to prove (3.3) wesplit the funtion f � g further. For n = 10; 11; : : : letEn = fx 2 
 : 2n� < jf j � 2n+1�gand let fn(x) = f(x)�En(x). Now En = [q2QEnq where Enq = En \ q. Note thatthe sets Enq are granular sine f was assumed to be a granular funtion. We useProposition 2.1 iteratively to deompose Enq further, namelyEnq = 1[�=0En;�q [ Fnqwhere Fnq has measure zero and will be ignored in what follows, and where eah En;�qis a generalized box, the sets En;�q are mutually disjoint, and �(Enq n [m�=1En;�q ) �2�m�(Enq ). Thus also(3.4) jEn;�q j � �(En;�q )l(q)d�1 � 21�� jqj:



6 A. SEEGER, T. TAO, J. WRIGHTFinally de�ne(3.5) fn;�q (x) = f(x)�En;�q (x):We shall �rst handle the terms with � � n2 and show that(3.6) ���fx : supk jXq Xn X��n2 fn;�q � d�k(x)j > �=4g��� . Z �� jf(x)j� �dx:In view of (3.4) these terms are again easy to handle by an L2 estimate. ByChebyshev's inequality and the L2 boundedness of the maximal operator we get���fx : supk jXq Xn X��n2 fn;�q � d�k(x)j > �=4g��� . ��2Xq Xn X��n2 fn;�q 22. ��2 Z ���Xq Xn X��n2 2n��En;�q (x)���2dx .Xq Xn X��n2 22njEn;�q jby the disjointness of the sets En;�q . By (3.4) the last expression is bounded by aonstant times Xq Xn X��n2 22n2�� jqj .Xq jqj . Z �� jf(x)j� �dxwhih yields (3.6).We are left with the onsideration of terms with � < n2 in the omplement ofthe set e
. Sine for 2k � l(q) the onvolution d�k � fn;�q is supported in e
 we areredued to verify that(3.7) ���fx : supk j Xq:2k>l(q)Xn n2X�=1 fn;�q � d�k(x)j > �=4g��� . Z �( jf(x)j� )dx:This will be arried out in the next setion. Clearly (3.6) and (3.7) imply thedesired estimate (3.3).4. Proof of (3.7). For eah n; �; q let kn;�q be unique integer for whih(4.1) 2kn;�q �1 < max�l(q); �2n log(10 + n)�(En;�q )�1=(d�1)	 < 2kn;�q :We onsider the ontribution to the ase k � kn;�q . This ontribution is supportedinside the set V = e
 [ V1 where(4.2) V1 =[q [n [� [k:l(q)�2k�2kn;�q (En;�q + Sk)and En;�q + Sk is the Minkowski sum of the set En;�q and the sphere Sk of radius2k.



POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF LACUNARY SPHERICAL MEANS 7By overing En;�q eÆiently by ubes in q (f. the de�nition of �) we see thatthe inner union has measure at most. �(En;�q )�(En;�q )2n log(10 + n) � jEn;�q j2n log(1 + n)sine En;�q is a generalized box. Thus(4.3) jVj . je
j+Xq Xn X� jEn;�q j2n log(10 + n) . Z �� jf(x)j� �dxby the disjointness and de�nition of the sets En;�q .Next let (for n � 10)(4.4) �n = 100 log2 nand we onsider the ontribution of the sales(4.5) kn;�q < k � kn;�q + �n:For this ase we replae the sup by the sum and use Chebyshev's inequality in L1to estimatemeas�fx : supk Xn;� Xq:kn;�q <k�kn;�q +�n jfn;�q � d�k(x)j > �=8g�� 8��1 supk Xn;� Xq:kn;�q <k�kn;�q +�n fn;�q � d�k1 � 8��1Xq Xn;� Xk:kn;�q <k�kn;�q +�n kfn;�q k1.Xn;� log log(10 + 2n)Xq Zq 2n�En;�q (x)dx . Z �� jf(x)j� �dx:(4.6)For the remainder, we shall atually show that(4.7) meas�nx : supk ��Xq Xn;�:k>kn;�q +�n�<n2 fn;�q � d�k(x)�� > �=8o� . ��1 Z jf(x)jdxand the right hand side is of ourse ontrolled by R �(jf(x)j=�)dx. Clearly thedesired estimate (3.7) follows from (4.3), (4.6) and (4.7).Introduing anellation. As in standard Calder�on-Zygmund theory we mod-ify the funtions fn;�q to introdue some anellation. Namely let fPigMi=1 be anorthonormal basis of the spae of polynomials of degree � 100d on the unit ube[�1=2; 1=2℄d and for a ube q with enter xq and length l(q) de�ne the projetionoperator �q by�q [f ℄(x) = �q(x) MXi=1 Pi�x� xql(q) � Zq f(y)Pi�y � xql(q) � dyl(q)d :



8 A. SEEGER, T. TAO, J. WRIGHTNote that(4.8) j�q [h℄(x)j � C 1jqj Zq jh(y)jdywhere C is independent of h and q.Let bn;�q (x) = fn;�q (x) ��q [fn;�q ℄(x)so that bn;�q vanishes o� q and(4.9) Zq bn;�q (x)x�dx = 0 if j�j � 100d:We observe that sine the q's are Whitney ubes for 
, we have(4.10) Xn;� ���qfn;�q (x)�� . �q(x) 1jqj Zq jf(x)jdx . �;moreover by (4.8)(4.11) Xn;� kbn;�q k1 .Xn;� kfn;�q k1 . Zq jf(x)jdx:Now (4.7) will follow by Chebyshev's inequality from supk ��Xq Xn;�:k>kn;�q +�n�<n2 �q [fn;�q ℄ � d�k��22 . � Z jf(x)jdx(4.12)  supk ��Xq Xn;�:k>kn;�q +�n�<n2 bn;�q � d�k��22 . � Z jf(x)jdx(4.13)sine �kfk1 . �2 R �(f=j�)dx.From (4.10) and the disjointness of the ubes q we have Pq;n;� ���qfn;�q (x)�� . �and the estimate (4.12) is immediate beause of the positivity and L2 boundednessof the launary spherial maximal operator, and (4.10).For the remainder of the paper we prove (4.13). We replae the sup by an `2norm (in k) and use Minkowski's inequality to estimate the left hand side of (4.13)by hN(d)Xi=1 �Xk  Xq2Qi Xn;�:�<n2k>kn;�q +�n bn;�q � d�k22�1=2i2 . N(d)Xi=1 (Ii + IIi)where Ii =Xk Xq2Qi ���
gd�k � d�k � Xn;�:k>kn;�q +�n�<n2 bn;�q ; Xn0;�0:k>kn0 ;�0q +�n0�0<n02 bn0;�0q ����(4.14)
IIi = 2Xk Xq;q02Qiq 6=q0l(q)�l(q0) ��� Xn;�:k>kn;�q +�n�<n2 Xn0;�0:k>kn0;�0q0 +�0n�0<n02 hgd�k � d�k � bn;�q ; bn0;�0q0 i���;(4.15)



POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF LACUNARY SPHERICAL MEANS 9and we shall onsider separately the terms Ii and IIi.In order to estimate these expressions we use the following well known estimate(4.16) ����gd�k � d�k�(x)�� . 2�k(d�1)jxj�1�jj�jxj�2k+1for all multiindies  2 Nd0 ; here we need the assumption on the small support ofd�0.The anellation of the funtions bn;�q will only play a role for the estimationof IIi; here no geometri information on the sets En;�q is used. We arry out thisestimate and use the moment onditions of order N = 10d on the bn;�q , the fatthat the ubes in Qi are separated and the estimate (4.16).Sine the doubly expanded ubes are disjoint by onstrution of the family Qiwe obtain for l(q) < l(q0), x 2 q0,jgd�k � d�k � bn;�q (x)j . 2�k(d�1)l(q)N jx� xq j�N�1kbn;�q k1:ThusIIi .Xn;� Xq2Qi kbn;�q k1 Xq02Qil(q0)�l(q)q0 6=q Xk>l(q) 2�(d�1)kl(q)Ndist(q; q0)�N�1 Xn0;�0 kbn0;�0q0 k1Next note that by (4.11)Xn0;�0 Zq0 jbn0;�0q0 (y)jdy . Zq0 jf(y)jdy . �jq0j:Moreover, we have for �xed q that dist(q; q0) & l(q0) if q0; q 2 Qi; l(q0) � l(q) andq 6= q0. Thus Xq02Qil(q0)�l(q)q0 6=q Xk>l(q) 2�(d�1)kl(q)Ndist(q; q0)�N�1jq0j. l(q)N�d+1 Zjx�xqj�l(q) jx� xq j�N�1dx . 1:Combining the two previous estimates and applying (4.11) again yields(4.17) IIi . �Xn;� Xq kbn;�q k1 . �kfk1:Estimation of the main term Ii. We estimate Ii � Ii;1 + Ii;2 where
(4.18) Ii;1 =Xk Xq2Qi ���
gd�k � d�k � Xn;�:k>kn;�q +�n�<n2 fn;�q ; Xn0;�0:k>kn0;�0q +�n0�0<n02 bn0;�0q ����Ii;2 =Xk Xq2Qi ���
gd�k � d�k � Xn;�:k>kn;�q +�n�<n2 �q [fn;�q ℄; Xn0;�0:k>kn0 ;�0q +�n0�0<n02 bn0;�0q ����



10 A. SEEGER, T. TAO, J. WRIGHTThe estimation of Ii;2 is rather straightforward. By (4.16) for  = 0 and by(4.10/11) we getIi;2 .Xq Zq Xk�l(q) 2�k(d�1) Zq 1jx� yj��q(y)dy ��� Xn0;�0:k>kn0;�0q +�n0�0�n02 bn0;�0q (x)���dx
. �Xq Xk�l(q)(2�kl(q))d�1 Xn0;�0:k>kn0;�0q +�n0�0�n02 Zq jbn0;�0q (x)jdx . �kfk1:(4.19)

Now we estimate the more substantial term Ii;1 and use the estimation in termsof the thikness of the sets En;�q .Using (4.16) with  = 0 we boundIi;1 .Xk Xq2Qi Xn0;�0:k>kn0;�0q +�n0 Z jbn0;�0q (x)j Xn�10 �Ak;qn; (x) +Bk;qn (x)�dxwhere Ak;qn (x) = Z2�2nl(q)�jx�yj�l(q) 2�k(d�1)jx� yj 2n� X�<n2:k>kn;�q +�n �En;�q (y)dy;Bk;qn (x) = Zjx�yj�2�2nl(q) 2�k(d�1)jx� yj 2n� X�<n2:k>kn;�q +�n �En;�q (y)dy:The estimate for the terms involving Bk;qn (x) is straightforward. Sine 2kn;�q �l(q) we getBk;qn (x) . Zjx�yj�2�2nl(q) 2n�2�k(d�1)jx� yj dy X�<n2 �En;�q 1 . �2�n(2d�3)(2�kl(q))d�1and thus Xk Xq2Qi Xn0;�0:k>kn0 ;�0q +�n0 Z jbn0;�0q (x)j Xn�10Bk;qn (x)dx. �Xq Xn0;�0 Z jbn0;�0q (x)jdx . �kfk1:Next for the main term we use that for x 2 qZ2�n+m�1l(q)<jx�yj�2�n+ml(q) 1jx� yj�En;�q (y)dy . �(En;�q )



POINTWISE CONVERGENCE OF LACUNARY SPHERICAL MEANS 11and thereforeAk;qn (x) . 2�k(d�1)2n� X��n2k>kn;�q +�n 2n�(En;�q ) . 2n� X��n2k>kn;�q +�n 2�(k�kn;�q )(d�1):Now we perform the k summation and sine 2��n = n�100 we getXk Xq2Qi Xn0;�0:k>kn0 ;�0q +�n0 Z jbn0;�0q (x)j Xn�10Ak;qn (x)dx.Xn0 Xq2Qi Xn0;�0 Z jbn0;�0q (x)jdx Xn�10 n3�100(d�1)� . �kfk1:Putting the estimates together we obtain Ii . �kfk1 and by (4.17) the expressionIIi satis�es the same bound. This yields the desired estimate (4.13) and �nishesthe proof. � Referenes1. C. P. Calder�on, Launary spherial means, Illinois J. Math. 23 (1979), 476{484.2. M. Christ, Weak type (1,1) bounds for rough operators, Annals of Math. 128 (1988), 19{42.3. M. Christ and E. M. Stein, A remark on singular Calder�on-Zygmund theory, Pro. Amer.Math. So. 99 (1987), 71{75.4. R. R. Coifman and G. Weiss, Book review of Littlewood-Paley and multiplier theory by Ed-wards and Gaudry, Bull. Amer. Math. So. 84 (1978), 242{250.5. A. Seeger, T. Tao and J. Wright, Endpoint mapping properties of spherial maximal operators,preprint.6. , Singular maximal funtions and Radon transforms near L1, preprint.7. E. M. Stein, On limits of sequenes of maximal operators, Annals of Math. 74 (1961), 140{170.8. , Singular Integrals and Di�erentiability Properties of Funtions, Prineton Univ.Press, Prineton, N.J., 1971.Department of Mathematis, University of Wisonsin, Madison, WI 53706-1388,USAE-mail address: seeger�math.wis.eduDepartment of Mathematis, University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1555, USAE-mail address: tao�math.ula.eduDepartment of Mathematis and Statistis, University of Edinburgh, King's Buil-dings, Mayfield Rd., Edinburgh EH3 9JZ, U.K.E-mail address: wright�maths.ed.a.uk


